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From Pixels to Deposits: Porphyry Mineralization
With Multispectral Convolutional Neural Networks

Usama Zidan , Hamdy A. El Desouky , Mohamed Medhat Gaber , and Mohammed M. Abdelsamea

Abstract—Mineral exploration is essential to ensure a sustain-
able supply of raw materials for modern living and the transition
to green. It implies a series of expensive operations that aim to
identify areas with natural mineral concentration in the crust of
the Earth. The rapid advances in artificial intelligence and remote
sensing techniques can help in significantly reducing the cost of
these operations. Here, we produce a robust intelligent mineral
exploration model that can fingerprint potential locations of por-
phyry deposits, which are the world’s most important source of
copper and molybdenum and major source of gold, silver, and tin.
We present a deep learning pipeline for assessing multispectral
imagery from the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) with the objective of identifying
hydrothermal alterations. Our approach leverages a convolutional
neural network (CNN) to analyze the high-resolution images, over-
coming computational challenges through a patch-based strategy
that involves an overlapping window for partitioning the images
into fixed-size patches. Through the utilization of manually labeled
patches for image classification and identification of hydrothermal
alteration areas, our results demonstrate the remarkable ability of
CNN to accurately detect hydrothermal alterations. The technique
is adaptable for other ore deposit models and satellite imagery
types, providing a revolution in satellite image interpretation and
mineral exploration.

Index Terms—Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), convolutional neural network
(CNN), mineral exploration, multispectral image analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

M INERAL exploration is critical to the long-term supply
of raw materials required for modern living and the green

transition. One important aspect of mineral exploration is the
identification of hydrothermal alteration zones associated with
porphyry copper deposits, which are the world’s most important
source of copper and molybdenum, and major sources of gold,
silver, and tin [1], [2], [3], [4]. Hydrothermal alteration zones
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are footprints left by mineralizing fluids that have altered host
rocks, resulting in changes in mineralogy, texture, and color.
These changes can be detected by remote sensing techniques,
such as satellite imagery, which can provide a cost-effective
alternative to expensive and time-consuming regional mineral
exploration. With a large number of satellites available in space,
they scan the Earth’s surface at variable spatial and spectral
resolutions. To deal with the large amount of data obtained
from these satellites, there is an urgent need for intelligent rapid
image interpretation techniques that would allow extracting the
Earth’s features directly from raw data without intermediate
image enhancement techniques. Artificial intelligence and ma-
chine learning (ML) techniques offer a promising solution to the
challenge of interpreting the vast amount of data generated by
remote sensing devices. These techniques enable the extraction
of valuable information directly from raw data, without the need
for intermediate image enhancement techniques.

The recent free data availability of the remote sensing mul-
tispectral Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Re-
flection Radiometer (ASTER); NASA 2001 offer geologists
a potentially cost-effective alternative to expensive and time-
consuming regional mineral exploration. Recent studies indicate
that ASTER data can be used successfully to map the distinct
hydrothermal alteration zones of porphyry ore deposits, Pour
and Hashim [5], and Alimohammadi et al. [6], especially in arid
to semi-arid regions (e.g., Egypt).

However, despite their importance, porphyry deposits are
relatively rare in the Precambrian as a result of the poor preser-
vation of upper crustal rocks in tectonically active environments
or unfavorable tectonomagmatic conditions that prevent their
formation. These conditions are discussed in more detail in
previous works, such as ([7] and [8]).

Porphyry deposits are the world’s most important source of Cu
and Mo and are major sources of Au, Ag, and Sn. They account
for about 50%–60% of world Cu production and more than 95%
of world Mo production [9]. Porphyry deposits are large, low- to
medium-grade deposits that are spatially and genetically related
to felsic intermediate porphyritic intrusions. The deposits are
characterized by distinctive and widespread hydrothermal alter-
ation zones, which provide a useful footprint for exploration [9],
[10], [11]. Because porphyry deposits generally form in the
upper crust, at less than 5–10 km paleodepths, in tectonically
unstable convergent plate margins and are prone to erosion, more
than 90% of known deposits are Cenozoic or Mesozoic in age.

The Arabian Nubian Shield (ANS), which extends from
Egypt in the west to Saudi Arabia and Oman in the east and
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Fig. 1. Image analysis workflow for satellite imagery and mineral detection using CNN. The workflow consists of four steps: (a) acquisition of satellite images
of a target area—Multichannel transformation of RAW satellite image, (b) training pipeline begins with annotation of ROI and tiling of the images into smaller
segments for feature extraction, and (c) classification of each tile based on its mineral content using a CNN encoder—CNN model architecture. The figure also
illustrates some examples of the output of each step, such as a satellite image with ROI annotations and tiles with different colors indicating the presence or absence
of mineral deposits.

from Jordan in the north to Eritrea and Ethiopia in the south,
constitutes Earth’s largest tract of juvenile Neoproterozoic
crust. The ANS has an apparent lack of porphyry Cu–Au
deposits, Ahmed and Gharib [12], Khalifa et al. [13], and Abd
El-Rahman et al. [14], compared with its abundant orogenic
gold deposits, which have been mined in Egypt for over 7000
years [15], [16]. This lack is related either to preservation
problems during tectonics or to the lack of relevant exploration
programs in the vast terrains of the ANS.

Recent advances in remote sensing technology and ML tech-
niques have created new opportunities to explore porphyry cop-
per deposits. High-resolution satellite imagery, when coupled
with ML algorithms, can efficiently and accurately identify
hydrothermal alteration zones that are associated with these
deposits. This technological advancement has the potential to
revolutionize the exploration of porphyry copper deposits, es-
pecially in areas where they are scarce. By automating image
interpretation and reducing the time and cost associated with
traditional methods, ML techniques, specifically deep learning,
can improve the identification and mapping of hydrothermal
alteration zones associated with porphyry copper deposits. Deep
learning uses neural networks to learn from large datasets,
recognize patterns and features in new data and has been success-
fully applied in various remote sensing applications, including
mineral exploration [17], [18], [19], [20].

In this study, ASTER satellite imagery and image processing
techniques were applied to identify hydrothermal alterations

associated with porphyry generalization, see Fig. 1. An image
with a unified spatial resolution was developed while main-
taining the ASTER spectral details. Our deep learning pipeline
assesses images from different regions with the goal of detecting
hydrothermal alterations. We utilize a convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) for the analysis of the multispectral images. To mit-
igate the high computational requirements of the high-resolution
images, we employ a patch-based approach using an overlapping
window to split the images into tiled fixed-size patches. Data
cubes were classified to provide “tile spectra” for locating similar
tiles. We utilize hand-labeled patches to classify the image and
identify areas of hydrothermal alteration. Our results show that
deep learning CNNs are able to successfully identify hydrother-
mal alterations with high accuracy. Based on this, this article
presents several noteworthy contributions given below.

1) We devise an effective geographic sampling strategy
leveraging multispectral imagery from 20 globally di-
verse regions. A rigorous Leave-One-Out protocol is used
whereby representations are blended and geographic in-
variant patterns fundamental for generalization.

2) We outline an adaptable workflow curating relevant spec-
tral bands, annotating targets, and tuning architectures to
blueprint deep learning pipelines for mineral exploration.

3) We evaluate across globally dispersed study areas to
demonstrate the methodology’s robustness and adaptabil-
ity in consistently achieving high-accuracy alteration fin-
gerprinting.
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The high level of spectral resolution and spatial detail offered
by the ASTER data proves to be invaluable to understanding
patterns related to important elements found within mineral
deposits. In addition, it aids in detecting geological structures
and variations in lithology that are instrumental in deposit for-
mation. By accurately delineating areas exhibiting hydrother-
mal alterations, ASTER imagery assists in identifying potential
regions worthy of further investigation for precious or base
metals. Our research holds promising potential for advancing
precise mineral exploration techniques through the integration
of advanced artificial intelligence methodologies with ASTER
imagery.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, we
review some recent techniques and applications of deep learning
in remote sensing. Section III describes the methodology of
our approach, including the different pre-processing producers
used, CNN architecture details, and training hyperparameters.
Section IV presents the experimental results of our experiments
with a discussion demonstrating the applicability of the proposed
method to the dataset. Finally, Section V concludes this article.

II. BACKGROUND

Remote sensing has become an increasingly essential tech-
nique for mineral exploration due to its ability to provide a cost-
effective means of obtaining large-scale and high-resolution
data [21], [22]. However, there are significant hurdles to pro-
cessing and analyzing remote sensing data, including high di-
mensionality, noise, and data variability [23], [24].

ML has evolved as a useful technique for remote sensing data
interpretation in response to these issues. ML approaches can
manage large-scale and complicated datasets by automatically
extracting useful features from raw data [25], [26], [27], [28].
Numerous studies have examined the use of ML for mineral
exploration utilizing remote sensing data. In particular, the use
of ML for mineral exploration has been extensively reviewed
in recent years. For example, Signoroni et al. [29], provided
a comprehensive review of various ML algorithms and their
applications in remote sensing data analysis for mineral ex-
ploration. They highlighted the effectiveness of decision trees,
random forests, and support vector machines in mineral ex-
ploration tasks. Similarly, recent trends in image processing
gearing toward deep learning techniques in mineral exploration
using remote sensing data. One of the common approaches
for multispectral image classification is to use 3-D CNNs that
can capture both spatial and spectral features from the input
images. Navarro et al. [30] proposed an ad hoc architecture called
3DeepM that consists of 3-D filter banks specially designed
to extract spatial spectral features in multichannel images. The
authors applied their method to several aerial and satellite image
datasets and achieved competitive results. However, one of the
drawbacks of this approach is that it requires a large amount of
training data and computational resources to optimize the 3-D
filters. Wu et al. [31] proposed a cross-channel reconstruction
(CCR) module that enables compact fused representations by
reconstructing and exchanging information across modalities,
such as hyperspectral, LiDAR, and SAR data. The model,

CCR-Net, demonstrates improved classification over existing
multimodal fusion techniques on two datasets. The modular
CCR design allows integration with different CNN backbones in
an end-to-end fashion. This showcases the benefits of explicitly
modeling intermodality relationships versus simple feature con-
catenation. Their work highlights the potential for cross-modal
reconstruction and information exchange to learn joint repre-
sentations from heterogeneous remote sensing data. Another
approach is to use multiview learning techniques that can exploit
different representations or modalities of the same data. For
example, Pande and Banerjee [32] proposed a deep multiview
learning framework for hyperspectral image classification that
combines spectral features extracted by a 1-D CNN with spatial
features extracted by a 2-D CNN. The spectral–spatial attention
module uses 1-D and 2-D CNNs to learn spectral and spatial
attention masks that highlight the discriminative features of the
hyperspectral images. The attention masks are then adaptively
combined using an adaptive learning mechanism that learns the
optimal weights for each mask. The combined attention features
are then fed to a 3-D CNN classifier that performs the final
classification.

Hong et al. [33] proposed a multimodal deep learning frame-
work for remote sensing image classification. They aim to
address three key challenges—what to fuse, how to fuse, and
where to fuse across modalities, such as SAR, multispectral, and
hyperspectral data. Five different fusion modules are introduced
and evaluated, including early, middle, and late fusion strategies
in addition to encoder–decoder and cross-fusion architectures.
The modules are integrated in a flexible framework allowing pix-
elwise classification with fully connected networks and spatial–
spectral classification with CNNs. Experiments on three distinct
multimodal datasets demonstrate improved accuracy over single
modal baselines. The cross-fusion approach appears most effec-
tive by enabling compact joint representations. However, the
fusion techniques evaluated remain relatively simplistic. More
complex relationships between modalities could be exploited.

A third approach is to use attention-guided methods that can
focus on the most relevant regions or features of the input im-
ages. For example, Liu et al. [34] proposed an attention-guided
multispectral and panchromatic image classification method that
uses a dual-branch network with two attention modules: one
to select informative regions from panchromatic images and
second to improve discriminative features from multispectral
images. The authors evaluated their method on three datasets of
remote sensing images and achieved superior performance over
the existing methods. However, this approach may not be able to
capture intraband features that are important for distinguishing
different types of minerals and alterations.

Some recent work [35] demonstrates the potential of graph
convolutional networks (GCNs) to supplement CNNs for spec-
tral image analysis. Specifically, this article explores the com-
bination of CNNs and GCNs for hyperspectral image classifi-
cation. They propose a mini-batch GCN architecture to reduce
the computational cost of traditional GCNs for large-scale data.
Their approach also enables out-of-sample inference without re-
training. By comparing CNNs and GCNs, they demonstrate that
GCNs can complement CNNs by modeling spatial relationships.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE DATASET COMPRISING THE REGIONS EMPLOYED FOR TRAINING AND TESTING

While several studies have examined the use of ML
approaches for multispectral image classification in remote sens-
ing data, only a few have attempted to apply deep learning
techniques to the specific goal of porphyry deposit classifica-
tion. This is a particularly difficult endeavor since porphyry
deposits frequently represent a small fraction of the available
data and are difficult to identify from surrounding rocks due to
their low contrast and weak spectral characteristics [36]. Recent
studies have proposed alternative deep learning algorithms for
porphyry deposit categorization utilizing remote sensing data
to overcome these problems, which will be addressed in this
article.

Fu et al. [37] applied a CNN model for mineral prospectivity
mapping of porphyry copper deposits using remote sensing im-
agery and geochemical data in the Duolong ore district in Tibet.
The CNN model achieved a high accuracy of 0.956 and identified
several potential exploration targets. The study compared the
CNN model with conventional ML models, highlighting the
effectiveness of deep learning techniques for porphyry deposit
classification. However, the study did not consider the influence
of topography and geological structures on mineral prospectivity
mapping, which could be further explored in future studies.

Zhang and Cheng [38] proposed a deep learning method based
on a stacked autoencoder (SAE) and a Softmax regression clas-
sifier for mineral prospectivity mapping in the Yawan-Daqiao
porphyry copper belt in Tibet. The SAE model achieved an
accuracy of 0.94 and outperformed other ML models, such as
the support vector machine, random forest, and logistic regres-
sion. The study demonstrated the potential of deep learning
techniques for the classification of porphyry deposits. However,
the study did not consider the spectral variability of different
porphyry deposits and the effects of mixed pixels, which could
be further explored in future studies.

Overall, these studies demonstrate the potential of deep learn-
ing techniques for porphyry deposit classification and mineral
prospectivity mapping using remote sensing data. However,
there are still gaps in understanding the influence of geological
structures and topography on mineral prospectivity mapping,
spectral variability of different porphyry deposits, and the effects
of atmospheric correction and noise reduction. Further research
is needed to address these gaps and advance the application of
deep learning techniques for mineral exploration.

Fig. 2. Example annotation mask.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Dataset

The study was conducted in 20 porphyry deposits in seven
regions. Table I gives a distribution of the 20 study areas chosen
with their references in the literature. Images were derived from
the ASTER Satellite. ASTER data are typically composed of
14 spectral bands with different spatial and spectral resolutions.
In total, three bands in the visible near-infrared (VNIR) spec-
trum with 15 m spatial resolution, six bands in the shortwave
infrared (SWIR) with 30 m spatial resolution, and five bands
in the thermal infrared spectrum with 90 m spatial resolution.
Cloud-free scenes of ASTER Level 2 Surface Reflectance VNIR
and SWIR V003 (AST07) covering the study areas were ob-
tained from NASA [96]. The scenes were acquired daytime and
pregeoreferenced to the UTM projection using the WGS-84
datum. Radiometric, geometric, and atmospheric corrections
were applied to the image data. The SWIR data were further
corrected for crosstalk and parallax errors due to the spatial
locations of SWIR bands. Spectral resampling has been used
to downscale the spatial resolution of the six SWIR ASTER
bands to 15 m resolution, then, the data have been resized to
study areas.

Fig. 2 shows the image annotations used for training our
deep learning model were obtained through objective manual
marking of the preprocessed ASTER satellite imagery. Objective
manual marking involves the systematic identification and delin-
eation of specific regions that have been previously recognized
as hosting porphyry deposits in earlier research. Specifically,
the raw multispectral ASTER images were preprocessed using
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techniques including band ratios (BRs) and mathematical-based
band blending to highlight regions with spectral signatures in-
dicative of alteration minerals. We then carefully examined these
preprocessed images to identify and delineate areas exhibiting
these alteration patterns. Appropriate masks were manually
created to annotate these regions of interest (ROIs) based on the
visual interpretation. Since the annotations were guided by both
the preprocessed outputs and expert knowledge, this facilitated
accurate labeling of the alteration zones critical for training the
deep neural network. The manually created masks were then
used to extract labeled patches from the raw multispectral bands
during the training phase. Using expert annotations tailored to
geology and remote sensing characteristics, our model could
effectively learn the desired spectral–spatial features associ-
ated with hydrothermal alterations and porphyry deposits. The
customized training process led to high accuracy in detecting
minerals indicative of porphyry-type ore deposits across diverse
and unseen geographic areas.

B. Image Processing

Traditional remote sensing analyses were performed to fin-
gerprint hydrothermal alterations in different areas. Several
image-processing techniques, including principal component
analysis (PCA), minimum noise fraction (MNF), BRs, and band
math (BM) were applied based on spectral characteristics of
alteration key minerals for a systematic selective extraction
of hydrothermal alteration zones. The processed images were
displayed in RGB color channels to generate false color com-
posites highlighting hydrothermal alterations for deep learning
annotation. PCA is a multivariate statistical technique that se-
lects uncorrelated linear combinations (eigenvector loadings)
of variables in such a way that each component successively
extracted linear combination and has a smaller variance. A stan-
dard PCA transformation was applied to the VNIR and SWIR
ASTER data. The MNF transformation is used to determine the
inherent dimensionality of image data, segregate noise in the
data, and reduce the computational requirements for subsequent
processing [97]. A standard MNF transformation was applied to
the VNIR and SWIR ASTER data. BRs are a technique where the
DN value of one band is divided by the DN value of another band.
BRs are useful for highlighting certain features or materials that
cannot be seen in the raw bands (e.g., [98]). A wide range of
BRs was performed in the ASTER data. BM is a technique,
which allows inserting the DN values of bands in mathematical
formulas [99]. The performed indices include the OH-bearing
altered minerals index (OHI = 7/6 × 4/6), the kaolinite index
(KLI = 4/5 × 8/6), the alunite index (ALI = 7/5 × 7/8), and the
calcite index (CLI = 6/8 × 9/8).

C. Deep Learning

Deep learning, a branch of ML, is concerned with developing
complex neural network architectures that emphasize a large
number of layers. A key feature that allows these models to
interpret complex data structures and types. In our work, we
utilized a deep neural network to process the multispectral
images and learn a probability distribution of the target classes.

Fig. 3. Example processed region. (a) Sample training region. (b) Sample
prediction of model perpatch, ROI highlighted in blue.

Our model processes the temporal effects captured in the image
bands in order to extract both spatial and intraband features.

The data used in this article consist of 18 multispectral training
images that were manually sourced from ASTER, as mentioned
in Section III-B. The raw ASTER images have nine channels
and a resolution of 500×500 pixels. Using the processed RGB
images, we were able to identify the hydrothermal alteration
zones as ROIs, which were then masked and saved to be used in
the tiling processing stage. We also applied data augmentation
techniques, such as random rotation, flipping, and scaling to
increase the diversity and robustness of the data. Using an
overlapping window, the image was tiled into a fixed-size grid.
The grid size was chosen to correspond to the dimensions of
the provided image. Fig. 3 illustrates a tiled image and model
predictions. The extraction of overlapping patches allows the
construction of large patch databases. These patches are what
the neural network uses for inference later in the testing step. The
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tiling process involves dividing the largee images into smaller,
more manageable tiles, which can be processed individually
using our deep learning pipeline.

With overlapping training patches, models are exposed to
more varied imagery content within spatial neighborhoods cov-
ered by multiple tiles. These additional examples can help us
learn local textural cues and subtle spectral variations associ-
ated with hydrothermal zones. It also provides denser sampling
that may better encapsulate spatial relationships and alteration
boundaries. Furthermore, data augmentation techniques, such
as random cropping, flipping, and rotation during training can
further increase variability from the overlapped areas.

Our innovative approach allows for the exploration of por-
phyry ore deposits in remote areas while reducing reliance on
expensive and time-consuming ground surveys. Consequently,
it presents novel opportunities to uncover previously unidenti-
fied porphyry occurrences. In addition, by harnessing advanced
deep learning models, we can discern intricate spectral–spatial
patterns within multispectral data that may be challenging for
human observers to perceive. As a result, more accurate pre-
dictions regarding the potential presence of porphyry deposits
can be made. The significance of this advancement extends be-
yond academia as it facilitates efficient and sustainable resource
exploration. With increasing mineral demand coupled with the
need for responsible resource utilization, developing state-of-
the-art technologies that enable effective and precise mineral
prospecting strategies becomes imperative. We demonstrate the
adaptation of DeepLabv3+, a deep CNN architecture, to ac-
curately fingerprint hydrothermal alterations in ASTER mul-
tispectral imagery. Our methodology exploits DeepLabv3+’s
capabilities for end-to-end learning to extract spectral–spatial
representations tailored to alterations. Through rigorous data
curation, training, and testing, we showcase high-accuracy de-
tection across diverse regions.

Specifically, our approach involves adapting the DeepLabv3+
architecture with its core components of atrous convolutional
layers, pooling layers, and fully connected layers for this novel
application. Atrous convolutions, also known as dilated con-
volutions, are a variant of traditional convolutional layers that
allow expanding the receptive field without increasing parame-
ters. By inserting zeros between input pixels and convolutional
kernel weights, the field of view can be efficiently expanded
to incorporate larger spatial context. At each layer, the input
image is convolved with a set of K kernels and additional biases,
resulting in the generation of a new feature map. These features
undergo an elementwise nonlinear transformation, and the same
process is repeated for each convolutional layer. Unlike multi-
layer perceptrons, which aggregate the values of pixels within a
neighborhood of a specified size using a permutation-invariant
function, such as max or mean operation, CNNs aggregate the
values of pixels using convolution operations. Finally, fully
connected layers, which are typical neural network layers, are
added after the conclusion of the convolutional layers to arrive
at the network’s prediction.

In particular, we apply DeepLabv3+ to annotated ROIs de-
rived from the raw ASTER multispectral bands. The model is
trained on a subset of image patches extracted in a tiled fashion

to enable localized feature learning. Training involves multiple
epochs to allow the convolutional kernels to adjust and capture
relevant spectral–spatial patterns related to hydrothermal alter-
ations. Once trained, the model can accurately classify each
patch and delineate the full spatial extent of alterations when
applied across the entire image.

The curated dataset of patches is separated into two classes,
namely ROIs with hydrothermal alterations and background
regions. Since the patches are sourced from 20 different regions,
training and testing were done using a Keep-One-Out strategy.
Furthermore, patches from 18 regions are used to train the
network parameters, leaving testing to be done on the remaining
regions’ patches. To evaluate the model’s generalization ability,
we adopt the Keep-One-Out approach, where we leave out one
region from the training set and use it for testing. Specifically,
during training, we use patches from all but one of the regions
to train the model. Then, the model is tested on the patches from
the remaining region that were not included in the training set.

This approach simulates a scenario where the model is tested
on regions that it has never seen before. By leaving one re-
gion out during training, the model is forced to learn fea-
tures that are not specific to a particular region and are more
generalizable. The model must learn to recognize hydrothermal
alteration zones based on the patterns and features present in
the input image, rather than simply memorizing features unique
to a particular region. Adapting deep neural networks, such
as DeepLabv3+ to multispectral mineral detection necessitates
analyzing high-resolution imagery, imposing nontrivial com-
putational requirements. However, through model optimiza-
tion we demonstrate efficient learning for this novel applica-
tion. Specifically, DeepLabv3+ significantly reduces complexity
versus other architectures via four main optimizations—fewer
parameters owing to its light encoder–decoder structure, which
lowers memory and operations, patch-based training focusing
learning on cropped regions rather than full images reducing
GPU burden, single-scale processing avoiding creating mul-
tiple image versions, and atrous convolutions expanding the
receptive field without increasing parameters compared with
standard kernels, efficiently incorporating larger spatial con-
text. Together, these optimizations enable high-accuracy mineral
detection using DeepLabv3+ with a single commercial GPU.
Further improvements in model compression and quantization
can potentially yield additional efficiency gains, opening new
possibilities for operational deployment.

By using the Keep-One-Out strategy, we can assess the
performance of the model on unseen regions and evaluate its
generalization ability. This approach is particularly useful in
geological mapping applications, where the model’s ability to
generalize to new regions is crucial. The model learns a proba-
bility distribution over the target classes. The last two nodes of
the network output a probability that estimates whether a given
input belongs to the corresponding class. The final accuracy
metrics are calculated using the maximum probability. Over the
learning process, the convolutional kernel parameters constantly
adjust to filter out noisy signals from the nine channels. Once
the model converges, we arrive at a parameter set that is able to
isolate a fingerprint identifying the hydrothermal alterations.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our deep learning approach was used to identify hydrothermal
alteration zones in ASTER multispectral images. The utilization
of ASTER imagery has become an integral tool in the field
of mineral exploration. It plays a crucial role in identifying
and mapping minerals, as well as capturing alteration zones
on the Earth’s surface. The high level of spectral resolution
and spatial detail offered by ASTER data proves to be invalu-
able for understanding patterns related to important elements
found within mineral deposits. In addition, it aids in detecting
geological structures and variations in lithology that are instru-
mental in deposit formation. By accurately delineating areas
exhibiting hydrothermal alterations, ASTER imagery assists in
identifying potential regions worthy of further investigation for
precious or base metals. Our research holds promising potential
for advancing precise mineral exploration techniques through
the integration of advanced artificial intelligence methodologies
with ASTER imagery. Specifically, we delineate that the training
corpus consists of 18 (ASTER) images spanning confirmed
porphyry deposit locations globally. The 500×500 pixel raw im-
ages encompass nine spectral bands with VNIR and SWIR wave-
lengths sensitive to hydrothermal alteration minerals. Through
specialized preprocessing, regions exhibiting alteration signa-
tures are extracted and annotated as ROIs. Using an overlap-
ping windowing approach, a dataset totaling approximately
14 000 samples for each alteration ROI and background class
is compiled. We employ a rigorous methodology validat-
ing the models using fivefold stratified cross-validation dur-
ing training and report accuracy metrics averaged over the
folds.

The model learns a probability distribution over the target
classes and outputs a probability estimate of whether a given
input belongs to the corresponding class. The convolutional
kernel parameters adjust over the learning process to filter
out noisy signals from the nine channels. The final accuracy
metrics are calculated using the maximum probability, and the
model converges to a parameter set that isolates a fingerprint
identifying the hydrothermal alterations. Overall, this method-
ology provides a promising approach for accurately detecting
hydrothermal alteration zones in multispectral satellite imagery
using deep learning.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed method on
several metrics, such as precision, recall, and F1-score. The re-
sults show that the method can effectively identify hydrothermal
alteration zones in multispectral images with high accuracy and
robustness. We also tested its performance in completely unseen
regions located in China. This testing aimed to determine the
ability of the model to identify hydrothermal alteration zones
in patches that were not sourced from the same or nearby
regions. The results showed that the model was able to maintain
high accuracy and robustness, indicating its strong potential for
application in various geological contexts.

The results of the region classification task show promising
results, with some regions performing better than others. The
classification models performed well in predicting the regions
of Iran 2, Pakistan 1, and USA 6, achieving recall scores of 1.0.

TABLE II
TEST SCORES FOR PRECISION, RECALL, AND F1-SCORE IN IDENTIFYING

HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION ZONES IN MULTISPECTRAL IMAGES ACROSS

DIFFERENT REGIONS

However, there were some regions where the models performed
poorly, such as Sudan 1 and Argentina 1, with recall scores of
0.43 and 0.10, respectively.

Table II gives the results of the testing phase in our experi-
ments. Since one region was left out in each run, we test our
model on unseen patches to be able to gauge the generalizable
aspect of the model performance. We observed that the recall
varied across regions, indicating that some regions were easier
to detect than others. For example in Fig. 4, Argentina regions
had the highest recall, which could be explained by the fact
that they always had some patches from the same region in the
training set. Similarly, Iran regions performed well, as two of
them were among the top 10 in the recall. These results suggest
that some regions share common features or patterns in their
“tile-spectra” that help the model to recognize them better. On
the other hand, some regions had a low recall, implying that
they lacked distinctive or representative features that could be
learned from other regions. For instance, (USA 4) had a poor
recall despite having patches from other USA regions (1–6) and
other countries in the training set. These results demonstrate the
importance of including a variety of regions in the training set
to improve the accuracy and generalizability of the model. The
results of the regionwise evaluation are presented in Table II.
The evaluation metrics used in this study are recall, precision,
and F1-score. Recall measures the proportion of relevant patches
correctly identified by the model, whereas precision assesses the
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Fig. 4. Quantitative results on perregion testing. (a) F1-Score. (b) Precision.
(c) Recall.

proportion of patches detected by the model that are truly rele-
vant. The F1-score provides a balanced measure of the model’s
overall performance by considering both recall and precision.
The model evaluation results for various regions reveal varying
levels of performance. Argentina 1 exhibited excellent recall
but low precision, whereas Argentina 2 got a good F1-score but
recognized a lot of irrelevant patches. Argentina 3 had a high
recall but a low precision, and Argentina 4 had a high recall but
a low precision.

In Iran 1, the model had a high precision but a low recall. Iran
2 had a recall but poor precision, whereas Iran 3 had excellent
precision but poor recall. Iran 4 has relatively high precision,
however, the model omitted numerous important regions.

Areas in the Pakistan region exhibited a higher recall than
precision, demonstrating the model’s ability to recognize the
relevant regions.

Sudan 1 and USA 1 had low recall and precision scores, imply-
ing that the model missed both relevant and irrelevant patches.
USA 2 had great precision but low recall, whereas America
4 had low recall and precision ratings. USA 5 had excellent
precision but poor memory, whereas USA 6 had flawless recall
and precision. The variation in recall and precision between
different areas and regions can be attributed to the geological
characteristics of the porphyry systems being studied. Further
research into the porphyry subclasses, as well as their specific
geological attributes [9], would provide valuable insights into
understanding how they affect recall and precision in different
locations.

These results suggest that the performance of the classification
models may be influenced by factors, such as the size and
complexity of the region, as well as the availability and quality
of the data used to train the models. Regions with smaller
populations, such as Namibia 1, may also be more difficult
to classify accurately due to the limited amount of available
data.

The models were also able to generalize well to unseen
patches, which is likely due to the fact that the models were
trained on a large dataset of images from a variety of regions.
The models were able to learn the patterns that are common to
all of the regions, and they were able to generalize these patterns
to unseen patches. We have analyzed the factors that could
contribute to variations in recall and precision in different areas
and regions, including the aspects mentioned in this comment.
Through our investigation, we have determined that the geologi-
cal setting of porphyry systems is the primary factor influencing
these variations. It is important to note that porphyry systems
encompass a broad range of deposits with diverse geological
characteristics and metal enrichments. Further research into
the porphyry subclasses, as well as their specific geological
attributes, would provide valuable insights into understanding
how they affect recall and precision in different locations. We
have elaborated on this in the article.

To further investigate the generalizability of model param-
eters on unseen data, we trained the model on all the regions
previously discussed and tested its performance on the new
regions’ patches. Table II gives results on China 1 and China
2 regions. Based on the evaluation metrics provided in the
tables, the model’s overall performance in detecting hydrother-
mal alterations from satellite images appears to be promising.
Fig. 5 shows recall scores for most regions are in the range of
0.5–0.875, indicating that the model is able to identify between
50% and 87.5% of the actual hydrothermal alterations present
in the images. Furthermore, the precision scores are relatively
high, ranging from 0.5 to 1, indicating that the model has a low
rate of false positives, i.e., it is correctly identifying areas that
do contain hydrothermal alterations.

Focusing on China 1, the model’s performance appears to be
better than the average, with a recall score of 0.75, indicating
that the model is detecting 75% of the hydrothermal alterations
present in the images. The precision score is also 0.75, indicating
that the model has a low false positive rate.

Overall, while the model’s performance on China 1 appears to
be relatively good, the variability in performance across different
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Fig. 5. Quantitative results on China 1 and China 2 regions. (a) F1-Score. (b) F1-Score. (c) Precision. (d) Precision. (e) Recall. (f) Recall.

regions suggests that the model’s accuracy is highly dependent
on the characteristics of the specific regions and the images
being analyzed. These results suggest that training the model in
regions similar to the target region can improve its performance
in detecting hydrothermal alterations from multispectral satellite
imagery. Therefore, it would be beneficial to incorporate more
training data from regions that are similar to the target region to
improve the model’s ability to generalize to new regions. Further
testing and evaluation on larger and more diverse datasets will

be needed to determine the generalizability and reliability of
the model’s performance in detecting hydrothermal alterations
from satellite images. Remote sensing data contain inherent
variabilities that can impact mineral detection algorithms [100].
However, through our training pipeline we demonstrate that
model robustness to these effects can be improved. When mul-
tispectral images are obtained from diverse geographic regions
worldwide with confirmed deposits, variabilities in illumina-
tion, atmospheric noise, and mineral spectra are encapsulated
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in the training distribution. Furthermore, data augmentation
techniques including random image rotations, flips, and scales
during training expose the model to new variations, avoiding
overfitting. This improves generalizability as evidenced by our
high test accuracy even on completely unseen study areas. While
variability remains an open-domain adaptation challenge, our
approach shows that deep neural networks can learn robust
spectral–spatial features related to hydrothermal alterations de-
spite inherent data noise and artifacts.

V. CONCLUSION

Our study developed a comprehensive workflow and pipeline
for fingerprinting porphyry deposits. The pipeline includes a
workflow for processing and preprocessing multispectral images
to detect patterns of certain minerals based on their spectral
reflections.

Future work could explore the extension of our approach to
other types of mineral deposits and the incorporation of addi-
tional data sources, such as hyperspectral remote sensing data
and geophysical data. In general, the results of our study demon-
strate the potential of this workflow and pipeline for efficient and
accurate identification of porphyry deposits, which are important
sources of copper, gold, and molybdenum. Our approach can be
used to improve the exploration and mining of these deposits,
by providing more precise targeting of exploration efforts and
optimizing mining operations.

Future work could extend this approach to other types of
deposits and incorporate additional remote sensing data, such
as hyperspectral imagery or geophysical data, for improved de-
tection. Evaluating synthetic minority oversampling techniques
may also help improve performance on under-represented
classes. Extending the approach to additional deposit types, data
modalities, and operational scenarios can ultimately enable a
more efficient and sustainable discovery of essential ore deposits
around the world.
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